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Johnny 

Johnny Rocket a crafted emcee whose roots derived 
from the Washington, D.C area creates music which 

transports you on a journey of his ghosts, social 
consciousness, and everyday moods relatable to 

everyone.   Known for his multiplexity approach to 
music and creative storytelling, his fans from every 

aspects of life and the world happily embarks on 
these journeys with Johnny. 

Johnny songs are being streamed on multiple 
platform under Rap, Hip Hop, and Pop genres.   He 
has performed on the stage with Legendary “Soul 

Man” Sam Moore performing for thousands as well 
as several high energy concerts and shows 

throughout the US.  His music video “Survive” has 
been selected for the Best Shorts Competition in 
California and the Breakthroughs Competition in 
Tulane.  Johnny is one of the industry’s best kept 

secret.  
“Maryland hip hop emcee Johnny Rocket uses his gift 
for crafting music to curate a single titled “Survive” .”

Jerry Doby
Editor-in-Chief of The Hype Magazine 2019.

CONTACTS:  
BOOKING:  JROCKETBUSINESS@GMAIL.COM
GENERAL INQUIRIES:  FUELTHATFLAME@GMAIL.COM
INSTAGRAM:  HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/_JOHNNY_ROCKET/
WEBSITE:  HTTPS://FUELTHATFLAME.COM/

https://www.instagram.com/_johnny_rocket/
https://www.thehypemagazine.com/author/jerry-doby/
mailto:jrocketbusiness@gmail.com
mailto:fuelthatflame@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/_johnny_rocket/


1,000,000+ streams on Spinrilla. 
50,000+ streams on Apple Music . . 

Available on Apple Music, iTunes, 
Amazon, and other streaming 

platforms.
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Click songs’ title to listen

https://music.apple.com/us/album/ice-in-my-veins/1491404814?i=1491404816
https://music.apple.com/us/album/adderall/1213487660?i=1213487667
https://spinrilla.com/songs/1366282-johnny-rocket-thotline-bling
https://music.apple.com/us/album/survive/1491409996?i=1491409997
https://spinrilla.com/songs/819374-johnny-rocket-florist-feat-big-flock
https://spinrilla.com/songs/2393504-johnny-rocket-g-a-n-g-p-i-m-p-freestyle


The Man Behind 

The Music
Johnny Rocket a crafted emcee whose roots derived from 
the Washington, D.C area creates music which transports 
you on a journey of his ghosts, social consciousness, and 
everyday moods relatable to everyone.   Known for his 

multiplexity approach to music and creative storytelling, 
his fans from every aspects of life and the world happily 

embarks on these journeys with Johnny. 

Johnny has performed on the stage with Legendary “Soul 
Man” Sam Moore performing in front of thousands,  

opened for Shy Glizzy at the Filmore in Silver Spring, MD 
as well as several high energy concerts and shows 

throughout the US.  His music video “Survive” has been 
selected for the Best Shorts Competition in California and 

the Breakthroughs Competition in Tulane.  He is one of 
the best kept secret in the industry.  

How did it all start? Since Johnny was young, he could 
always be seen writing, whether it was raps , occasional 
poems, or comic books and had become known to wow 

individuals with his words. Rapping was always a passion 
of his and his destiny was written in stone when he 

randomly began freestyling to a rap song on his guitar 
hero mic experiencing a shock of adrenaline and 

excitement rushing through his veins becoming the 
catalyst for his musical career.  

“Washington based hip-hop artist Johnny Rocket, has 
an unconventional approach to rap music…” .

Lifoti Magazine, 2019
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Survive has been nominated for the Best Shorts 
Competition in California and the Breakthroughs 

Competition in Tulane

Johnny Rocket is the creative mind 
and director behind his videos
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SURVIVE

SLIP N  SLIDE

FANTASTIC

LOOK ALIVE

ICE IN MY VEINS

FEELING 
DIFFERENT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPwVsI-iBNU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6j2JN6BisYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCb25dJcZF4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trZ3tHJLVrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5DB61xZYa_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bztnP6YKAd0
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